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NEW ZEALAND

5/4/19

Hello everybody,
There is some snow on the hills this morning and the ice will be in at the rink in about 10 days. Trust
Aoraki has again granted us funding to ensure this year’s Queens Birthday Weekend Skills Clinic will
be affordable to all who wish to register.
This will be our 12th Clinic and your continued support has encouraged us to keep the clinic running.
The clinic will be open to all ages from about 6 to 16 inclusive but we are flexible on this. The important
thing to us is that the player has the desire and ability to be able to take in some great coaching and have
some fun at the same time.
As usual we will be offering the players a low coach to player ratio which will ensure that “all players
can expect” some individual skill improvement from this clinic. If you are a player who wishes to get
some extra ice-time, improve your skills and experience this unique camp, then we are very happy to
have you. It is also an awesome way to start the season.
Features of the 2019 Clinic are:
• Four On-ice Training Sessions totaling 6.75 hrs for the players, focused on developing each
players Individual Skills.
• An additional three x 30 minute Goalie Only Sessions (may include selected players for drills)
• Focus on activity and efficient ice use – planned progressive practices including specific skill
focused X-Ice games.
• One coach per 5 players, providing better one on one help to the player.
• Saturday - off-ice sessions providing ideas for improving skills and strength away from the ice
• Sunday – off-ice positional play simulation and games, followed by a sausage sizzle with
coaches and parents.
• Two hours of game-time on Monday (2 games - teams based on skill level and ability)
• We will have a great line-up of coaches again. Confirmed are: Dave Le Comte (ex Ice Blacks &
Stampede Coach) James Campbell (ex Ice Black), Jeremy Dick (CIHA), Lain Hellmrich, some
Andersons, with others to be added.
• Goaltenders: I have asked Rick Parry to become involved this year as Lyndal is unavailable.
Rick has World Champs coming up and will let me know for sure, when he can. We have some
special time for the goalies only, as well as all the other sessions. 8 - 10 will be the maximum we
can take so, be quick to ensure your place. Dave is a goalie coach as well so rest assured you will
get some quality training.
• Hot Pools at Alpine Springs available, hopefully at a discounted rate.
• More news and Coach information updates at our Facebook page – search, Anderson Coaching
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This year we will run this Clinic alongside the Mackenzie Ice Hockey Club. As such, almost every year
so far we have managed to obtain some funding to reduce the cost, thru Trust Aoraki and the Lake
Tekapo Hotel. This year I am very happy to announce that the Trust Aoraki has again made a significant
grant to the Clinic which means we can offer a great Registration Fee of $125 per player. We do not run
this to make money, simply to make sure we do not make a loss.
We are very flexible in the way we coach and plan this event so contact us if you have any concerns
about the age or ability of possible participants. We endeavor to make this a unique and fun weekend for
the players within a controlled, learning environment.
We will take female players who are slightly over-age if we can help them in their skill development and
16 year old boys if their skill level requires some help. Player registrations need to be limited to about 50
on a first in first serve basis so please be quick, so you are not disappointed.
Goaltenders are limited to around 10 participants.
Remember…. this is Queens Birthday Weekend and although Lake Tekapo has a vast amount of
accommodation, we suggest you look at arranging your place to stay asap. Google Lake Tekapo
accommodation and check the holiday home, motor-camp, B&B or motel options. This summer has
again seen the town fully booked out on most nights.
Attached is a simple Registration Form which you can post back, scan and email or simply email me all
the required details. The Registration form is the best option.
Please register as soon as you can so we can get a feel for the numbers attending. Obviously, minimum
numbers are required to justify the hire of the ice we have reserved. We reserve the right to make
decisions re cancellation and/or adjust the Regn fee if required, but on last year’s registrations, I am
pretty sure that won’t be required.
We look forward to another great Clinic.
Peter (and Marie) Anderson
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